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"AGREEMENT made this !1 day of I\'1A~ . 2001, by and between THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION OF CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.7, Town of Greeburgh, Westchester
County, New York (hereinafter called the" "Board'') and THE GREENBURGH TEACHERS
FEDERATION, Local 1788 of the American Federation of Teachers, NYSUT, AFL-CIO
(hereinaftercalledthe "GTF'). .
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the GTF represents a majority of the professional teaching staff (as
hereinafter defined) to be employed in the regular school system of Central School District No.7.
(hereinafter the "District") for the operation of which system the Board is ~d will be responsible
in accordance with the Education Law of the State of New York; and
"
"
WHEREAS, the Board and GTF recognize that they have a mutual interest in working
together to insure the maintel1ance of high quality education in a racially integrated environment
and for the benefit of all the children of the District; and
WHEREAS, this goal can best be achieved in an atmosphere of mutual understanding,
respect and cooperation wherein the Board, the administration, the professional teaching staff,
the community and the students each performs a vital function; and
WHEREAS, the Board and the GTF recognize their respective responsibilities in our
increasingly complex society together legally and constructively;
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby mutually agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
1. In accordance with the provision of the Resolution" adopted by the Board on February
26, 1968, the "Board recognizes' the GTF as the sole and exclusive negotiation representative for
the professional teaching staff to be employed in and by the District for v,rhom certification is
required by the New York State Education Department who are on the regular salary schedule,
appointed to the regular instructional staff of the public schools of the District, including
teachers, EsL teachers, psychologists, social workers, sPeechlhearing specialists, pupil
personnel, coordinators, facilitators, permanent substitutes, director of student activities,
librarians and teaching assistants, whether full or part-time, and whether on active duty or leave
status with pay, but excluding supervisory personnel such as Principals, Assistant Principals,
Department Chairpersons, Supervisors and Directors.
. 2. The Board agrees that the GTF may represent teachers who have retired from" the
District for the sole purpose of enforcing ri~ts gI1!Dted to such retirees under Article XI (Health
andWelfare)paragraph1of this Agreement.
"
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.3. Nothing contained herein shall be
(a~ dIscussing any matter with the Board ~~~trued to prevent any individual employee from
gnevance in accordance with the proced';e
a
he ~ aft
strators ~d/or supervisors or (b) processin g a
rem er provIded.
4. Nothingcontainedherein~h~llbe .
underSection 15 of the New York Ci .1Ri
construed to deny.to any employee hislher rights
Education Law or under applicable Ci~ S ~ts L
Law or under the State Law or under the State
erY1ce aws and Regulations.
ARTICLE iI
.
YAIR PRACfICES
1. GTF Membership
.
The GTF shall maintain its eli .bili
.
~.lt persons to membership without ~iscZ:a~epresent
the n~gotiating unit by continuing to
ongm, sex or marital status and to represent altn on the basIs. of race, creed., color, national
regard to membership or participation in 0 equ. ~all ~embers of the negotiating unit without
.
. .'
r assocIation WIththe activities of. . ..
2. Non-Discrimination . '
any org~tion.
. ~e Board shall continue its polic
.
f .
.
negotIatm~ unit on the basis of race cr:edo n~t disc~mmatm~ .agamst any member of the
mem~ershl~
~r participation in, or ass~ciation' :i~or,
natI~n.~ ongm, sex, marital status, age,
or UDlon activIty. Nothin g in the r:.
the actIVIties of, any emplo yee org
"";"' ati
.
f . .
!oregomgsentenceh hal ~ on,
o any nghts It may have under the New York St t ToW
h
ever, s. I operate to deprive the Board
.
a e eac er RetIrement System Law
ARTICLEm
.
GTF PRIVILEGES
1. Voluntary Dues Deduction; Agency Fee
a) Upon written application of a teacher. th . . .
of hislher membership dues in the G; the negotiating ~t for payroll deduction
payroll ftom the teachers salary and Ii e
~~
deductIon shall be made each
.deduction authorization shall c
orw e monthly to the GTF. Dues
Withdrawalby the teacher.
arry over ftom year to year until written notice of
b) GTF shall. indemnify and h~ld harmless the Bo
.
thereof ftom and against any and all . I .
ard and any employee or agent'
connection therewith including but
C
t
8lm
limi~'ed
damages, losses, and!0r expenses in .
resu1 . '
no t to attorneys Ii . .
ting ftom the Provisions ofArti I ill
ees, ansmg out of or
c e paragraph Ia.
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c) Pursuant to Section 208.3(b) of the Civil Service Law, the Board agrees to deduct
from the salaries of all members of the bargaining unit represented by the GTF
who have not filed dues deduction authorizations with the Board each payroll
period an amount equivalent to the amount of dues levied by the GTF and to remit
monthly the sums so deducted to the GTF.
2. Meetings
a) The, GTF shall have the right to hold one (I) general membership or building
meeting each month during the regular working day, as hereinafter defined, but
before or after the pupil's day, the precise time and place thereof to be arranged
with the Superintendent or, as the case may be, the building principal. In months
when there are four Mondays and school is in session, the third Monday of the
month shall be the GTF meeting day. If school is not in session on the third
Monday of a month, then the fourth Mopday shall be the GTF meeting day. Time.
shall be allotted at any such meeting for administrative announcements not to
exceed five (5) minutes in length.
b) The GTF shall have the right to use school buildings for meetings and activities to
be held before or after.the regular working day, as hereinafter defmed, the precise
time and place thereofto be arranged with the Superintendent or, as the case may
be, the building principal.
c) The GTF and the Board's Committee on Personnel shall meet at least once each
month of each school year to discuss matters of mutual concern and on such
additional occasions as they may deem necessary.
d) In each school building the GTF building representatives and the building
principal shall meet weekJy to discuss matters of mutual concern and on such
additional occasions as they may deem necessary.
~) The GTF President and the superintendent shall meet af least o~ce a month during
the school year to discuss matters of mutual concern and on such additional
occasions as they may deem necessary.
3. Bulletin Board Space for GTF Use
Space of at least six (6) square feet of one (1) bulletin board shall be reserved at a readily
accessible place in each school building for the exclusive use of the GTF for the pufpose of
posting material dealing with proper and legitimate GTF business. Bulletin boards located"
in.
areas normally ftequented by students shall not be used.
1578111/153548 V4 4129/01
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4. Organizational Activities
Neither the GTF
'
, ,
d' th . I
nor any teacher shall en .
.
"
,
adunng e pupIl s day but such .activities shall b
gage. In employee organizational actiViti
v~rs.el?'.affect assigned duties. As used herein
e penm,~ed th.ereafter so long as th ~'~
all actlVltIes arising out of or incident to th . the term orgamzationa1 activities" mZ. i~
that the GTF President may durin no
e eXIstence, operation or function of the me ~
each day, prepare corre ond
g more than one regularly scheduled .GTF ex~
the negotiating unit, as ~rem:ce,
make and receive telephone calls to and fro
8Upemsory JJcrio4,~
ove defined, and prepare m~terials for distrib ~
persons ou~
5. GTF Office
,,'
ution. .
:'J,', '.
...,~~-jo
~
~-.'::t_
. .
~
.
.Space shall be provided for us~ b ,'-~''''
A~str~tion shall make every effort t y. the ~TF as. an office. The Board'~"
PresIdent IS assigned A .
0 proVIde this space In the buildin to hi and the..,.
th~ein at its sole co~ ~~~~:~~lep'::ne ~d
e for the exclusive use of the G~ :a y~h
th
install
'
e GTF ~.~
busmess durin th . ,
. e Sal office shall not be it e cd .. ,~
Article ill ara
g e
h
pupIl S day except for use by the GTF pr:: o~the transaction of GTF';~;;
p grap 4., ent In accordance with this,'"
6. GTF President.
The President of the GTF shall be' '
,
defined, and shall perfonn hislher a ~ember of the negotiating unit, as h
.
a regu~arly scheduled supervisory r;;~~~ :~:~lduti~ except.that helshe shall not b~=::
supervise late afternoon or eve' no e requITedto attend ev' .
clubs or sinrilar co-curricular s:~:: t
tud
tI
e?~ ~th1etic, social or specjal events or t~g p.:~etings,
preparaf'
ac vlties Every effort hall b
"...se any
.
Ion peno? for the last period of the u' it d s. e made to schedule hislber
that his/?er teaching responsibilities shaH b/ thP a'!. The PresIdent's day shall be airanged
the PresIdent works in the high sch 1 hel h
e equIvalent to .8 of a teacher's day In th so
superviso d ti
00 , s e shall have four I
. e event
"
.
ry u es. In the event the President is an el c asses o~ the equivalent and no
,
arranged to reflect .8 of an elementary teacher's sched::entary teacher, hislher schedule shall be
7. Distribution and preparation of Materials
The GTF shall have the right to us th
~~
GTF shall have the right to use dUPliC:tin; ::: mailboxes for dis~bution of materials. '
st:~i~s, ~~ ~e close of the teacher's ~y provided ::~ten~t
othe~~e in use for school
an sumlar expendable items and, .d
.
s furnish Its own paper ink,
the GTF for such purposes. . proVl ed that a qualified operator shall be furnish~ by
8. GTFDa~
.,
.
There shall be a total 'of ten (10)
-da'
..
Its. representatives for organizational ac::: i:' .Wlthpay, available to the GTF for use by
relieved from regular duties. Such time ma . ~g such days the representative shall be
the GTF and the limitations of paragrap: ~e
~:;
m
Arti
w~ole days.or half days at the option of
. 0, s cle shall not apply. In other than
~.
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:t.,
~ergencies rending advance notice impossible, request for such time shall be submitted to the
suppintendent at least three (3) days in advance.
,~:-i«
~9~:J< No Strike Pledge
,~."
~~ .
j. The GTF and the Board declare their adherence to the principle that differences between
-:Uie.mshall be resolved by peaceful and appropriate means without inteiroption of the school
;program. The GTF, therefore, agrees that there shall be no strikes, work stoppage, or other
,concerted refusal t<?perform work by personnel covered by this Agreement nor any instigation
-.th~eof. '
10. StaffPartlcipation in Interviews
The OTF may appoint a bargaining unit member to participate in all interviews for
.
certified staff positions, provided that such participation. will not unreasonably delay the
selection process.
ARTICLE IV
TEACHER PRIVILEGES, RIGHTS AND CONDmONS
1. Personnel Files
New evaluations and all other items in a teacher's personnel file originating or generated
within the school system received after July 1, 1968, shall be open to inspection by the teachers
to whom such items relate. Individual teachers shall have the right to reviev.: such materials,
upon request, in the presence of the Superintendent or hislher designee, and such other person as
the teacher may select. Teachers may also review all past non-confidential material in their
persomiel tiles in the same manner. References from outside of the school system shall remain
confidential. Any entry or paper, including unsolicited letters not requested by the employer or
employee reflecting upon a teacher's professional character, ability or competence shall be
placed in the teacher's personnel tile only by direction of the Superintendent in which event it
shall be brought to the teacher's attention within 15 days and the teacher shall be afforded an
. opportunity' to place explanatory of exculpatory material in hislher file.
Any entry or paper other than references and official transcripts reflecting adversely upon
a teacher's professional character, ability or competence not originating or generated within the
school system, whether or not placed in a teacher's personnel file, shall not be retained by the
District for longer than one (1) year from the date of its receipt unless the Superintendent shall'
direct its retention and the teacher afforded an opportunity to present explanatory and
exculpatory material. In ,the event of!l dispute between the Superintendent and the teacher with
respect to the retention of any such entry or paper, the teacher may within twenty (20) days
thereafter appeal to the Board's Committee on Personnel whose decision shall be final and not
subject to the Grievance Procedure hereinafter set forth. This paragraph shall only apply to
tenuredteachers.
.
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2. Evaluation of Non-Tenured Teachers
Evaluations in Central 7 are intended fi
and effectiveness, and second, in th ~'
to en~ourage and guide professional growth
dete~ining whether or not the teacher :hO~~e c~n~robttI b
onary teachers, also as a basis for
.
ue 0 e employedby the District
r: 11 .
Probationary teachers will' be evaiuated
.
10 OWIngmanner:
as to their educational effectiveness in the
The probationary teacher will be evaluated
.
Am~ng these are classroom management 1m 10;
all benchmarks of teaching excellence.
rela~ons, demonstration of effective teac~g s:a7 e.
ge of content. area(s), positive student
PupIl Personnel members the benchmarks shall'
egIes, and professIOnal responsibilities. For
content
.m:e~~s), positive student relations, demons::~de
~aseloa~ manag~ent, knowledge of
~~onS1bllitles. The teacher shall receive a rating'
Ion
°h
~ffective strategIes and professional
. atisfactory, Needs Improvement, or Unsatisfactory.
m eac enchmark. These ratings shall be
. If th .
.
e ratmg of Needs Improvement is to be' . .'
growth and development. The evaluator shall giv
gI~en, It shall mdicate the expectation for
e speCI c reconunendations for improvement.
Teacher attendance records and studen .
-form of a teacher except where a question h
t t~t results WIll not be attached to the evaluation
teacher's performance. Attendance records
as ansen on the part of the Administration as to that
refeITed to by the Administrati o r: all
and student test results may be maintained
'
d
n lor purposes. 0
an
a) A teacher with one (1), two (2), or three (3 .
evaluated by professional admiIristr t
) y~ars of probationary. service shall be
the first year the building princi pal ~l~~e
em
th
p o~ed by the Central 7 District. In
e pnmary evaluator.
Probationary teachers shall be evaluated a ..
school year. The first time shall be d b
muumUID of three (3) times each full
The second time between Novembe~n:
e~een September 15 and October 31.
between January 1 and March 1 T th -
an December. 31 and the third time
b tw
. 0 e extent reasonably P
.bl b
Y 0 separate evaluators shall not tak I .
OSSI e, 0 servations
e p ace m the same week. .
Each of these observations shall be ced'
observations shall be followed wi~r;en (~)b:a
a conference. These apd other
the teacher's regular working da t
ys by a conference held during
notes and/or reports shall be . Y.a..
a mutually acceptable time. All observation
tin aft
m wnting. Each benchmark shall b .
ra g er each observation and the teach '11"
e.gIven an overall
er WI receive these ratings in writing.
If an unsatisfactoryratingin the rior
"be required between September If and ~~~
rven, then four observations shall
If any probationary teacher at any' tim .
observation, then the teacher shall b .
e
ed
recelves an unsatisfactory after an
e 3SS1gn a second evaluator.
b)
c)
d)
e)
157811In5JS48 V4 4119102
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t
o.
I
".
f) At the close of the evaluation period, the teacher shall have an evaluation
conference. The evaluation conference shall take place on or before March 10
.
and the written evaluation shall.be received by March 15. The teacher may add
comments in explanation or ~efutation of the evaluation.
g) The Superintendent and the Board of Education shall CaITy out their
responsibilities as required by law. Nothing in this procedure shall preclude an aggrieved
employee from seeking a review of the final determination by the Commissioner or the
.
courts as prescribed by law. The educational evaluation and decisions are not subject to
grievance. Only the procedure through subparagraph
(g) of this paragraph. shall be
subject to grievance.
3.
h) Copies of all evaluations of teachers shall be forwarded to the President of GTF
within 5 days of the teacher's receipt of same.
Evaluation of Tenured Teachers
The evaluation of tenured teachers shall take place in three phases. Phase I shall last ten
months, Phase II shall last four months, and Phase ill shall last sixteen months. Months shall
refer to school months. When a person has achieved tenure, he/shall move immediately to Phase
II the following September.
If informal observations occur with written notes, the teacher must receive a copy of
these notes and a post-observation conference must occur within ten (10) days of the
.
observation.
a) Phase I
'Phase I shall begin in September and shall end the following June. There shall be a
minimum of two observations. Each of these observations shall be preced'ed by a conference and
shall be followed by a post-observation conference within ten (10) school days. All observations
shall be followed with a post-observation conference. A teacher shall receive in writing a written
copy ()fthe observation notes or reports.
The first obServation shall take place between September and January and the second
observation shall take place between February and May.
The tenured teacher shall be evaluated on one benchmark ofteaching excellence mutually
agreed upon between the teacher and the supervisor/administrator.
Among these are classroom
management, knowledge of content area(s), positive' student relations, demonstrations of
effective teaching strategies, and professional responsibilities. The benchmarks of excellence for
pupil personnel members shall include management of caseload and effective strategies.
Teacher attendance records and student test results will not be attached to the evaluation fonn of
a teacher except where a question has. arisen on the part of the Administration as to that teacher's
perfonnance. Attendance records and student test results may be maintained and refeITed to by
the Administration for all purposes.
1578111 n 5JS48 v 4 4/29101
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The staff member and hislher supervisor shall meet not later than three weeks before the
end of school to discuss the year-end evaluation. 'Year-end evaluations shall be completed and
given to staff members no later than one week before the end of school.
Each evaluation shall address the mutually selected benclunark in narrative form. A
teacher may receive a rating of Satisfactory, Needs hnprovement, or Unsatisfactory. Nothing
shall preclude the evaluation from addressing areas where special commendation or
recommen.dations is appropriate. A tenured teacher who receives a minimum of a satisfactory
rating shall move to Phase II. A teacher who does not receive at least a satisfactory rating shall
remain in Phase 1. .
b) Phase II
This phase shall be used to develop a plan for professional development during the next
two years. In this plan, the teacher will enumerate a series of activities and will indicate cost
factors. Teachers will indicate. sources of funding. If District funding is required, the teacher
will write a proposal for such funding to the district. options shall also be proposed in the
original. plan in case funding is not available. The teacher shall present this plan to the
supervisor or administrator by October 31. The supervisor or administrator shall meet with the
teacher to discuss and refine the plan by December 15. Upon agreement with the supervisor or
administrator, the teacher shall begin to implement the plan. The teacher shall have the
opportunity to revise the plan.
During this phase, the teacher shall complete a written Professional Development Plan
form which shall be jointly developed by the GTF and the Administration. Such form must have
an evaluation component which is consistent with the Com-missioner's Regulation 100.2(0)
"Annual Performance Review."
If by December 15, the teacher has not developed a plan, the supervisor's or
administrator's recommendation shall become the plan, and the teacher shall be required to
implement it
If a joint consensus about a Professional Development Plan cannot be reached between
the teacher and the administrator, then t1i~.plan with supporting documentS from the teacher and
administrator shall be submitted to the Superintendent and the GTF President. This shall take
place by January 15. After consultation with the GTF, a recommendation shall be made by
January 31 by the Superintendent as.to the endorsement of the teacher's plan or the necessity to
modify the plan. .
If by February 15 the teacher does 'not revise the plan, the Superintendent's
recommendation shall become the plan. and the teacher shall be required to implement it. At the
completion of Phase II the teacher shall meet with the administrator to review the progress of the
plan. .'
JS78IJ In53S48 V4 4/29101
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c) Phase ill
This phase shall be devoted to the completion of the plan. The teacher shall meet with
the supervisor or administrator three times during this phase to discuss the milestones and goals
achieved through this plan. The supervisor or administrator shall give three written comments
about the progress of the plan.
The supervisor will incorporate a record of the achievement in a final document which
shall become part of the teacher's personnel file. At the completion of Phase ill, the teacher shall
begin Phase I in the following September.
If at any time an administrative concern is raised about a teacher in: Phase II or ill, the
teacher shall continue in the Professional Development Plan, but shall also be notified in writing
what the concern is. The teacher shall then add this concern to hislher professional pl~.
d) Unsatisfactory Performance
A teacher evaluated unsatisfactory in Phase I may, in the sel::Ond year:
1) By September 15, request of the Superintendent additional observations from
September to January 31. At the completion of this period, another evaluation document
shall be generated. If the teacher receives a satisfactory evaluation at the end of this
period, tile teacher will move to Phase II on February 1. The above notwithstanding, by
October 1, a teacher in this category shall elect a means of intervention to assure
professional improvement, or
2) By September 15, request of the Superintendent additional opservations and an
evaluation by an alternate evaluator. The evaluation of the second evaluator shall
:determine if the teacher shall move to Phase II. By October 1, a teacher in this category
shall elect a means of intervention to ~sure professional improvement.
3) A teacher in either category (1) or (2) shall elect a means of intervention to assure
. professional improvement. The following are suggestions:
a. a peer assIstant for one year
b. enrollment in graduate level courses
c. participation in a recognized professional improvement program, e.g.,
Madeline Hunter training, Project Pride, etc.
d. seek outside professional intervention
,
.
e. if an administrative concern. arises at any JX>int in the evaluation
procedure, the teacher shall be entitled to elect all or any of the interventions in
d(3).
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By October 15, a professional improvement plan shall be develop.ed by the teacher in
consultation with the supervisor which specifies how the teacher will address the concerns in the
unsatisfactory ev.aluation.
. At least once a month, the teacher who has been evaluate9 unsatisfactorily shall be
observed by the supervisor and shall receive in writing a specific observation report with specific
suggestions for improvement.
If the teacher receives a satisfactory rating, he/she' shall advance to Phase II of the
evaluation procedure. If the teacher continues to be unsatisfactory, he/shall continue in the
professional improvement of Phase I of the evaluation proCess.
4. Substitutes
When a teacher is absent, every reasonable effort shall be made (a) to secure a qualified
substitute' and (b) to avoid dividing up such teacher's class or classes and assigning additional
~dents to the Class or classes of other teachers. In the discretion of the building principal either
(a) an administrator may be assigned to cover the classroom assignments of an absent teacher
where a qualified substitute is unavailable or (b) 'other teachers, preferably those on supervisory
duty, maybe assigned to cover the classroom assignments of an absent teacher. Substitutes for
teachers of special subjects shall be hired on the same basis as for regular classroom teachers.
5. Program Assignments
A teacher shall be notified of hislher program assignment for the following year, if
possible, at least thirty (30) days prior to the close of the school year,. but in no case later than ten
(10) days prior- thereto. A teacher shall be notified of any change in hislher program assignment
at least ten (10) days in advance of its effective date in the case of changes occurring before the
conunencement of the school year and at least five (5) days in advance of its effective date in the
.
case of changes occurring during the school year. Teachers of special subjects shall be consulted
by their building principal(s) or supervisors with respect to their program assignment.
Preference fonns shall be distributed no later than April 30th each year to ascertain teachers'
preferences before program assignments are made up for the following year. To the extent
reasonably possible the teachers in the element¥)" school shall receive a definite schedule
including the assignment of specials no later than August 15th.
6. GTF Contract and Policy Manual
Every teacher shall receive a copy of this Agreement The cost of printing the Agreement
shall be shared equally by the Board and the GTF. Five (5) copies of the Board's policy manual
shall be placed in each ~ch091 building for use by teachers.
7. Required Meetings
Teachers shall be given at least forty-eight (48) hours advance notice of any meeting at
which their attendance is required except in emergency situations.
1S781l 1/153548 V4 4Il9101
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8. Desk and Cabinets
A desk with lockable drawer and suitable filing cabinet space shall be provided for each
classroom teacher. . .
9. . Personal Automobiles
Teachers shall not be required to transport students in their personal automobiles.
Teachers using their personal automobile with permission on official school business shall be
reimbursed at the usual IRS rate.
10. Salary Payments
Teachers shall be paid on a twenty-two (22) or twenty-six (26) payment plan at the option
of the teacher. The interval between payroll dates shall not exceed two work weeks. Payday
shall be the last workday of each payroll period.
II. Telephones, Typewriters, Computers, Duplicators
To the extent practicable, existing telephones, typewriters, computers and duplicating
machines shall be made available to all teachers requiring such facilities in the performance of
their official duties. In the event adequate switchboard facilities are installed, at least one (1)
telephone in each, school building shall be made available for the exclusive use of the teaching
stafItherein exclusively for the conduct of official school business.
12. Teachers'Room
A separate room exclusively for teachers' use shall be maintained in each school building.
Separate and sanitary restrooms for teachers shall be maintained in each school building. To the
extent practicable, such facilities shall be comparable in each building.
13. Professional Conferences and Meetings
There shall be included in the budget an amount of $10,021.00 for first year, $10,272.00
for the second year, $10,529.00 for the ,third and $10,792.00 for the fourth year of this contract
for the purpose of permitting a limited number of teachers to attend and participate in
professional meetings, conferences, and conventions under guidelines to be established by the
Board and the GTF. The teaching assistants shall be permitted to participate in this fund.
14. Professional Growth
,
,
If the Teacher Center is eliminated, the Board shall include in the budget for each school
year an item in the amount of $5,000 for the purpose of promoting the professional groWth of
members of the 'b~g$ing unit.
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Programs for this purpose shall be planned by the GTF. Expenditure of funds shall be
controlled by the Board. As long as the Teacher Center is in operation, the Board shall not be
obligated to budget or spend the foregoing sum.
15. Reductions in Staff
a) , In the event the Board determines that a reduction in staff is required in any area
of tenure such reduction shall be effected on the basis of seniority of service in the
District provided that such services shall include equivalent service in Union Free
School Districts Nos. 7 and 8.
b) If a bargaining unit member is excessed or has been excessed, he or she shall have
the right to continued emp.1oyment in any bargaining unit vacancy, which the
Board intends to fill, for which he or she is qualified and certified. However, the
Board may select an applicant who is more qualified for the position in the
Superintendent's judgment. If the GTF disagrees with such assessment, it may
utilize the grievance and arbitration procedure.
c) Excessed teachers who have served in the District ten (10) or more ye¥5 shall
continue to be covered by a group health insurance program for one (1) year after
their last day of service or until they become otherwise employed by ,an agency or
company, which provides medical coverage, whichever occurs sooner.
d) Excessed teachers shall have preference in employment as per diem substitutes at
the per diem rate established by the Board, except that this shall not operate to
deprive any teaching assistant or any opportunity to substitute to which he/she
may be entitled. '
e) Excessed teachers shall have preference in employment as permanent substitutes
at the teacher's rate of compensation on the salary schedule.
f) A seniority list in writing shall be made available to the GTF twice during each
school year. The GTF within 45 days after receiving the seniority list will advise
the District as to any corrections it believes to be necessary concerning the
placement of teachers on the list'. The plaCement of teacherS on the list shall not
be binding on the GTF or on individual teachers.
16. Teaching by Administrators
Administrators shall teach no more than two (2) periods per day each.
IS78n1nS3548 V4 4129101
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17. Promotional Opportunities and Teaching Vacancies
Teachers shall be notified of all promotional opportunities in the District and shall be
given consideration for promotion equal to that afforded applicants from outside the District. ,
Notice of all vacant teaching positions shall be posted in each school building. If any such
vacancies occur during the summer, the President of the GTF shall be notified.
18. Permanent Substitutes
A teacher hired as a permanent substitute on a full-time classroom assignment shall be
considered for a probationary position should there be an opening in the teacher's area of
certification.
'
19. Laboratory Assistant
One (1) full-time laboratory assistant (paraprofessional) shall be provided for the Science
Department at the secondary school under the supervision of the buildlhg principal or' hislher
designees. The laboratory assistant is a civil service employee. '
20. ,Typists
Two (2) full-time typists shall be provided at the secondary school and one (1) full.:.time
typist at each of the other school buildings for the use of the teachers, which typists shall be
subject to the supervision and control oft4e building principal.
21. Legal Action Against Teachers
,In the event of legal action brought against a teacher by parents, guardians, and/or others,
and where the Board determines such teacher acted properly within the scope of hislher duties
and responsibilities as a District employee in accordance with all relevant laws, statutes~
regulations and policies, the Board shall authorize use of the District's Counsel for the teacher,
provided, the teacher shall notify the ]3oard in writing of the commencement of action or
proceedings against himlher by delivering the same 'to the Clerk of the district within ten (10)
days after service upon himlher; provided, however, that where such representation is provided
'presently under the terms of insurance policies, now held by the Board, such representation shall
be deemed to be "the District's Counsel."
22. Tuition Waiver
'
Children of teachers who live outside the District may attend District schools without
payment of tuition, provided space is available and there is no additional cost to the District.
Children presently enrolled shall continue without interruption'.
.
,
.
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ARTICLE V
L
LEA YES OF ABSENCE
Child Care Leave
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a) Childcare leaves of absence without pay, following the birth of a child, ~option,
or for the purpose of care of a child or children, shall be granted up to a maxim~
of 24 months. A teCicher may return to employment prior to the expiration of the
leave, provided reasonable notice is given to the Superintendent prior to such
return to duty.
b) If,. during the period of leave, the teacher shall have or adopt another child, the
pnor leave shall be forthwith terminated and another 12 months shall be granted.
A teacher may return to employment prior to the .expiration of the leave, provided
reasonable notice is given to the Superintendent prior to such return to duty.
c) Teachers ,on child care leave shall not advan(:e on the salary schedule but shall be
permitted to p~icipate in all employee welfare programs provided by this
Agreement at the teacher's own expense.
d) On or before June 1 preceding the termination of a child care leave the teacher
shall notify the Superintendent in writing that slhe:
1) intends to return in September
2) requests an extension of leave, or
3) submits his/her resignation.
e) These provisions may be varied if required by the Family and Medical Leave Act,
provided, however, that any greater benefits provided by the terms of this
Agreement shall in no way be diminished.
f) Nothing contained herein shall be construed, nor shall it operate to compel ariy
teacher to take child care leave involuntarily.
"
.
g)
~otification of an intent to take childcare leave shall be given by the teacher to
the superintendent no later than three (3) months prior to the commencement of such
leave, and s,hall include a statement of the desired length of such leave, barring
unforeseen CIrcumstances., The Board may at its discretion grant leaves for child care
upon shorter notice.
h)
~s provision shall apply equally to males and 'females.
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2. Military Leave
Section 245 of the New York Military Law shall govern all military leave.
3. Sick Leave
a) Each teacher shall be allowed leave with pay up to fifteen (15) working days each
school year for personal illness or injmy. The full number, of days of sick leave
allowed shall be in effect as of the first day of employment, except that those
teachers in their first year of employment shall be credited with one and one-half
(1 1/2) days per month. provided, however, that:
1) teachers employed after the commencement of the school year shall be granted
sick leave at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) days per month of service.
2) in the case of a teacher whose employment is terminated prior to the
completion of the school year and who has used in excess of hislher
accumulated sick leave computed at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) days
per month of service, an adjustment shall be made in hislher f1?al salary
payment on account of the excess sick leave taken by hirnlher which
adjustments'shall be at the rate of 1/I881hofhislher annual salary for each day
of excess leave.
b) Teachers who do not work at least one-half (1/2) of the regular working day, as
hereinafter defined, shall be charged with a full day of sick leave.
c) Sick leave shall be cumulative to a' maximum of one hundred and eighty (180)
'days; Under no circumstances shall it be taken as additional personal leave,
terminal leave, vacation or for any reason other than actual illness or injury. A
teacher who has served in the District for at least ten (10) years and who retires
into the New York State Teachers' Retirement System will be paid Forty ($40)
Dollars for each day of unused sick leave to hislher credit, up to a maximum of
one hundred and eighty (180) days provided that notification of intention to retire
is' given to the Superintendent no later than March 1 and that the teacher works
until the end of the school year, except in the case of catastrophic circumstances.
Payment shall be made in the fiscal year following retirement.'
d) . Tenured teachers who have exhausted their accUmulated sick leave may as ~e
result of a single, totally disabling illness or inj~, in the discretion of the Board,
upon recommendation of the Superintendent, be granted up to one (1) additional
year of sick leave at half (112) pay.
'
e) i) For personal illness or injury extending beyond maximum allowable
period, 1/188th deduction of the teacher's annual salary shall be made per day
except that the teacher shall be entitled to receive the difference, if any"between
his/her regular salary and hislher substitute's salary for a period not to exceed
,
.
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sixty (60) days or to the end of the school year, whichever is the lesser. In no
event, however, may a teacher receive nom a combination of the benefit under
this provision and payment under a disability insurance policy more than the
teacher would have received per day ifhe/she had come to work. In the event that
such overpayment would occur, the benefit under this provision will be reduced .
sufficiently to prevent its occurrence. TIlls provision shall ce.ase to be effective as
.ofJune30,2001. .
ii) Sick Bank (Effective July I, 2001)
1. The purpose of this sick leave bank is to provide members of the
bargaining unit who have exhausted their sick leave credits due to illness or injury
.
with additional protection in case of serious long-term personal illness or
disability. This additional protection shall apply in those instances where it is
expected pursuant to the tenns of this provision that the individual be able to
recover and return to full time employment within a reasonable time.
2. The sick leave bank shall be administered by a committee of four, with
two members appointed by the GTF and two members appointed by the District.
Initially, the GTF and the District shall each appoint one member to serve a one-
year term and one member to serve a three-year term. Thereafter, member shall
be appointed to serve three-year terms. No member may serve more than two
terms consecutively. .
.
3. Participation in the sick leave bank shall be voluntarY at its inception,
each member of the bargaining unit may contribute up to two sick leave days.
Eligibility for benefits pursuant to this provision shall be limited to those
members of the bargaining unit who make a contribution when first eligible to
contribute or when supplemental contributions are called for as provided herein.
If the number of days accumulated in the sick bank falls below 150 days, the sick
leave bank may issue a supplemental request to members of the bargaining unit
for a voluntary contribution of up to two days per member. Such a supplemental
request shall first be issued to eligible members of the bargaining unit who have
not yet made a contribution to the bank. If the resulting contributions leave the
bank with less than 150 days, a second supplemental request shall be made to
members of the bargaining unit who are. participating members of the sick leave
bank. In the event such a second request is made, members of the bank who have
more th~ ten days sick leave credit accumulated must contribute one day to the
bank to remain eligible for benefit$ under this provision. Members oJ the bank .
who have ten days sick leave credit or less at the time a supplemental request is.
made shall continue to be eligible for benefits under this provision without
contributing an additional day at that time. Membe~ of the bank may contribute
up to two sick days to the bank when a supplemental requeSt for contribution is
made. Bargaining unit members who have not been tenured in the District shall
not be eligible for membership in the sick leave bank.
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4. In order to be eligible for withdrawal from the sick leave bank, a
member of the bargaining unit must have .exhausted his or her accumulated sick
leave time, as well as all other time. However, application for sick leave bank:
usage may be made when a member of the bargaining unit has ten or fewer sick
days remaining, so as to provide time for the sick leave bank committee to make a
detennination on the application. .
. 5. Applications must be accompanied by medical certification outlining
the nature of the illness or disability, the len~ of time the member is likely to be
out of work and unable to perform herlhis duties due to the illness or disability,
and a prognosis as to when the member will be recovered and able to return to
work full-time.
6. The committee will determine the eligibility of the member for
benefits pursuant to this provision by majority vote. Applications receiving less
than a majority vote are denied.
7. No member of the bargaining.unit may be accorded more than 75 days
nom the bank during anyone school year nor more than 180 days during herlhis
career in the District.
.
8. The benefits pursuant to this provision shall not be available during
such time as the applicant is eligiple for income continuation under any other
program.
9. The sick bank committee shall notify the applicant within ten days of
its determination. Such decision may be to: grant the application in whole or in
part; deny the application; or require additional information .as provided herein.
The sick leave bank committee may seek additional medical certification &om the
.applicant and/or request that the applicant undergo medical evaluation by an
independent medical examiner at the. expense of the School District prior to
making a determination on the merits. Copies of all sick bank determinations
shall be forwar9ed to the Superintendent of-Schools and the President of the GTF.
f) Teachers absent as the result of injury sustained while employed on school
property and incurred by reason of such employment shall not be charged with
sick leave but shall receive up to sixty (60) calendar days of administrative leave
at full pay, be8inning with the date of the injury provided, however, that such pay
shall be reduced by any Workers' Compensation award for salary. At the
tennination of any such sixty (60) day period the teacher may, in the event of
his/her continued disability, elect to utilize his/her sick leave.
The teacher in order to receive up to sixty (60) calendar days of administrative
leave at full pay must cooperate with the District by filing as soon as is reasonably
practicable the necessary documents with the Workers' Compensation Board. A
determination whether an injury was sustained while employed on school
property shall be made by the Worker's Compensation Board.
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g) Up to five (5) days of accumulated sick leave may be used for family illness.
This shall include members of the household, spouses, children, and parents.
4. AdmiIristrative Leave
Upon application of a teacher, the Board may at any time, for any period of time, for any
reason and on such conditions as it in its sole and uncontrolled discretion deems advisable, grant
administrative leave to a teacher. Administrative .leave, without pay, for up to two (2) years shall
be granted to a tenured teacher at hislher request, who is elected to county, state or national
office in a teachers' organization, or office in a county, state or national govemnient, provided,
however that no more than one (1) such leave shall be granted to an individual teacher in any ten
(IO).year period. Teachers on administrative leave shall not advance on the salary. schedule.
Adininistrative leave, with pay, shall be granted to all teachers summoned for jury duty, provided
only that their pay shall be reduced. by a per diem or similar payment received by the teacher for
such duty.
5. Personal Leave
Each teacher shall be allowed a maxirtlum of four (4) days of leave, with pay, each year
for urgent personal reasons, other than personal sickness or injury, such as, .but not necessarily
limited to: .
a) the observance of religious polidays,
b) illness or accident in the teacher's immediate family
c) a required court appearance, and
d) extreme weather conditions rendering travel from distant points excessively
hazardous.
. The approval .of th~ Superintendent shall be required before personal leave shall be
allowed, except that no more than tWo (2) days of personal leave .shall. be granted upon a
teacher's request therefore ~thout further explanation provided, .however, that leave without
explanation may not be taken immediately before or after a school holiday. It is the.intent of the
Board and the GTF that personal leave shall be used sparingly and only for urgent personal
business which cannot be attended to on a day or time other than a school day during school
hours. In other than emergencies rendering advance notice impossible, request for personal
leave shall be submitted to the Superintendent at least three (3) days in advance. .
~y days not used for personal leave shall be transferred to accumulated sick days.
6. Death in the Family
.
Each teacher shall be allowed a maximum of five (5) consecutive days of leave in the
event of the death of a spouse, child, parent, brother. sister, grandparent, father-in-law, mother-
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in-law, grandchildren and individuals living in the immediate household. In the discretion of the
Superintendent, he/she may grant additional bereavement days at the request of the teacher.
Leave shall be calculated from the date of such death or the day following such death.
ARTICLE VI
COMPENSATION
1. Basic Salary Schedule
a) i) The basic "salary schedule" shaH apply to those employed as regular
teachers and permanent substitutes or on the same basis as regular teachers except
for guidance counselors, psychologists, home-school counselors and coordinators,
who shall be entitled to additional compensation by reason of the longer hours
they are .required to devote to their assigned duties. For guidance counselors,
psychologists and homeschool cOUTlSelors, a factor of 1.1 shall be applied to the
Salary Schedule; and for coordinators, if any, a factor of 1.05 shall be applied
hereto. Facilitators shall receive additional compensation for the additional duties
they perform in the amount of $600.00. Those employed on the basis of an eleven
(11) month calendar shall receive additional compensation equal to one-tenth
(1/10th) of their regular compensation computed on the basis of the Salary
.
Schedule; those employed for less than a full school year shall receive
cOiripensation at the rate of one-tenth (1/10th) of their regular compensation for
each complete calendar month of employment and at the per diem rate for any
days of employment less. than a month's service in accordance with the school
.
calendar (Appendix "A").
ii) Effective July 1, 2001, the basic "salary schedule" shall apply to those
employed as regular K-I2 members of the bargaining unit. and permanent
substitutes. Facilitators shall receive additional compensation for the additional
duties they perform in the amount of $600. Thos~ employed on the basis of an
II-month calendar shall receive an additional compensation equal to one-tenth
(1/10t") of their regular compensation computed on the basis of the salary
schedule; those employed for .less than a full school year shall receive
compensation at the rate of "1/1O~ of their regular compensation for each
complete calendar month of employment and at the per diem rate for any days of
employment less than a month's service in accordance with the school calendar
(Appendix A).
.~ "P~' Diem Rate" shall mean the regular annualcompensationdivided by 186.
./ Such compensation is computed on the basis of the Salary Schedule far each day
of actual employment Effective Jul~ 1, 2002, the Per Diem Rate shall mean the
.regularannualcompens~lV1ded y 188. .
,
.
The basic salary schedules for each year of this Agreement are attached hereto as
Appe~dices B-1, B-2, B3 and B-4.
.
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$20.00 $20.00 $20.00 $20.00 $20.00
MA+15 MA+30 MA+60
MA+30 MA+60 & Ph.D.
$22.00 $22.00 $6.67
The effective date of each schedule shall be July 1 of the appropriate school year.
b) If New York State Excellence in Teaching funds (BIT) are available, the
disbursement shall be negotiated. This paragraph shall expire effective July 1,
2001. .
c) Mentors and Peer Assistants shall receive the following salary increase for each
year of this contract:
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
$1111
$1147
$1187
$1226
In addition, the mentor shall receive the equivalent of ten half-days of release time per
school year or a prorated amount for less th~ a full year. These shall be taken by
mentor/peer assistants as up to half day per week while school is in session.
d) WISE mentors who are not relieved of class assigOrnents may elect to receive
either One Hundred ($100) Dollars or one in-service credit for up to two mentees
and Two Hoodred ($200) Dollars or two in-service credits for three or m~re
mentees.
2. Salary Credits
a) In order to encourage professional growth and enhance teaching skills for the
benefit of the District's children, additional study by teacher at an accredited
college or W1iversity shall entitle the teacher to certain increments ("Salary
Credits") which shall be applied to the Salary Schedule in determining the
teacher's compensation. Such incr~ents shall be applied in accordance with the
terms and conditions hereinafter set forth and shall be available only for courses
approved by such college or university for graduate credit and which have been
preapproved the Superintendent or his designee. Prior approval shall be granted
for courses focusing on competencies within the teacher's assignment area,
teaching methodology, child psychology andlor development, and related courses
in the discretion of the Superintendent or his d~signee. Courses must satisfy the
standard 12-hour requirement per graduate hour. No course will be approved that
is a correspondence course, TV course, travel course, weekend course, or similar
course which lacks a minimum of contact and supervision of the instructor. In no
event shall courses ~aken to' meet provisional certification requirements be
credited for salary purposes. .The Superintendent must preapprove all courses for
salary credit provided such approval shaiI not be unreasonably withheld.
b) Salary adjustments shall be available for graduate credits in cluster of six (6)
credit hours, provided, however, that such adjustments shall be made only once
each year on or before October 15th, retroactive only to September 1 of the
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current school yeai-. This subparagraph shall cease to be effective as of June 30,
2001. See subparagraph (f) below.
c) In~service programs, workshops and seminars connected with staff studies of
curriculum, improvement of instruction and organization shall not be credited for
salary purposes. Organized courses and workshops such as those conducted by
the New York State Education Department, Board of Cooperative Educational
Services or accredited colleges or universities, with or without formal academic
credit, may, at the discretion of the Sup~rintendent, receive credit for salary
purposes. Courses taken to meet provisional certification requirements whether
Qr not in a teacher's immediate duty assignment shall not b~ credited for salary
purposes.
d) Per credit values between steps on the Salary Schedule shall be-as follows:
BA & BA+5 BA+30 BA+45 MA &
BA+15 BA +30 BA+45 BA+60 MA +15
e) Notwithstanding the foregoing, no teacher shall be entitled to salary credits
beyond the BA+60 without having earned a Masters Degree. When a Masters
degree. is received, all graduate credits shall be recognized unless the total of
credits not applied towards the Masters is less than six (6).
f) Effc:~ctiveJuly I, 2001, no new salary credits may be earned between lanes. Those
members of the bargaiiUng W1it who have earned such credits between lanes may
continue to receive compensation pursuant to this provision until. such time as. .
they make application for a new salary lane. Thereafter, no salary credits between
lanes will be recognized.
g) Those members of the bargaining unit who have credits beyond M.A. 60 may
apply such credits toward movement to the M.A. +75 lane. However, credits
between the M.A. 60 and M.A. 75 lane may not include. more than 6 in service
credits, excePt for those teachers who, as of June 30, 2001, already have more
than 6 in service credits which have been prior approved. .'
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3. Prior Service -Head Coach Varsity
Soccer (Girls) 5133 5297 5483 5664In the discretion of the Superintendent up to fifteen (15) years credits may be given new
-Head Coach Varsityteachers for approved teaching serviceS performed within the last twenty (20) years outside of
5297 5483 5664
the school district. In the discretion of ~eSuperintendent up to ten (10) years credit may be
Softball 5133given new teachers for related non-teaching services performed .within the last fifteen (15) years
-Head Coach Varsitywhich services shall include active military service. the Peace Corps and Vista which shall be
Spring Track (Boys) 5133 5297 5483 5664credited at the rate of one (1) year for every two (2) years of such service.
-Head Coach Varsity4. Extracurricular and Co-curricular Compensation
5483 5664Spring Track (Girls) 5133 5297The compensation for extra curricular and co-curricular activities shall be as follows:
-Head Coach Varsity
a) Extracurricular -Coaches Salary Schedule Swimming (Boys) 5133 5297 5483 5664
-Head Coach Varsity
Swimming (Girls) 5133 5297 5483 5664Cate20ry 1 2000-01
.
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
-Head Coach Varsity
Basketball (Boys) 6804 7021 7267 7507
Track (Boys) 5133 5297 5483 5664-Head Coach Varsity
-Head Coach Varsity
Basketball (Girls) 6804 7021 7267 7507
Track (Girls) 5133 5297 5483 5664
-Head Coach Varsity
-Head Coach Varsity
Football. 6804 7021 7267 7507
Volleyball 5133 5297 5483 5664
~eadCoach Varsit)r
-Head Coach VarsitycI(t
:;8q7 ~. 5664Ve .BasebaiI 5133 72&r Wrestling 5133 5297 5483tJ.! -HeadCoachVarsity
.$/83 ~sl:i~g
-Head Coach Varsity5\~
.~.
.
2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
2002-03 2003-04
Cate20ry 2
Category 3 2000-01 2001-02
Basketball (Girls) 4610 4757 4924 5086 .Field Hockey 5133 5297 5483 5664
-Head Coach ~r.Varsity
-Head Coach Varsity
Bo~ling 4610 4757 4924 5086
Gymnastics 5133 5297 5483 .5664 -Head Coach Varsity 4924 5086Cross Country (Boys) 4610 4757
-Head Coach Varsity
~Head Coach Varsity
Cross Country (Girls) .4610 4757 . 4924 5086Ice Hockey 5133 5297 5483 5664
-Head Coach V~ity-Head Coach Varsity
Football 4610 4757 4924 5086
Lacrosse 5133 5297 5483 5664 . -Head. Coach Jr. Varsity.
4924 5086Football 4610 4757-Head Coach Varsity
-Assistant Coach Varsity,
4924 5086Golf 4610 4757Soccer (Boys) 5133 5297 5483 5664
-Head Coach Varsity
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Tennis (Boys) 4610 4757 4924 5086
-Head Coach Varsity ,
b) Co-CurricularTennis (Girls) 4610 4757 4924 5086
2002-03 2003-04
-Head Coach Varsity
Levell 2000-01 2001-02
2848 2948 3046
Category 4 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
Drama Advisor 2760
2948 3046Falcon Advisor 2760 2848Assistant Coach 3436 3546 3670, 3791 (8 or more issues)
2948 3046
Baseball
Musical Productions 2760 2848
30462848 2948
-Head Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791
Senior Class Advisor 2760
2948 3046
Basketball (Boys)
Treasurer-Student Activities 2760 2848
2948 3046
-Head Coach Jr. Varsity' 3436 3546 3670 3791
Yearbook Advisors 2760 '2848Basketball (Girls)
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
-Head Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791
Level 2 2000-01Field Hockey
2146 2221 2294
-Head Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791
F.B.L.A. Advisor 2079
2221 2294
Football
Falcon Advisor 2079 2146-Head Coach Jr: Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791 (8 or less issues)
2221 2294
Ice Hockey
Key Club Advisor 2079 2146.-Head Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791
-Middle School
2221 2294
Soccer
,
Math Tearn Advisor' 2079 2146
2221 22942146
-Hea~ Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 . 3670 3791
National Honor Society 2079
2221 2294
Softball
Today's Students, 2079 2146-Head Coach Jr. Varsity
, 3436 3546 3670 3791
Tomorrow's Teachers
2221 2294
Tennis (Boys)
Yearbook Advisor (JHS) 2079 2146-Head Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
Tennis (Girls)
Level 3 2000-01-Head Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791
1895 1958
Volleyball
Band-Football 1775 1831
1895 1958
-Head Coach Jr. Varsity 3436 3546 3670 3791
Dance Squad Advisor 1775 1831
1895 1958Debate Advisor 1775 1831
1895 19581831
Category 5 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
E.B.C.C. Advisor 1775
1895 1958Literary Jourmil, 1775 1831
19581831 1895
Cheerleaders 2760 2848 2948 3046
Orienteering Advisor 1775
1895 1958Passages Advisor 1775 1831
1895 1958
Category 6 2000-01 2001~02 2002-03 2003-04
PEP Squad Advisor 1775 1831
2001-02 2002-03 ' 2003-04
Intiamurals 854 882 912 942
Level 4 2000-01
719 745 769
Coaches who have five consecutive years of s'ervice in the same sport and in the same
*Bowling club-Middle School 697
719 745 769,
position shall receive a ten percent (10%) differential added to the coach's salary.
Buddy Program , 697
719 745 769Builders Club Advisor 697
719 745 769Class Advisor-Freshman 697
719 745 769ClasS Advisor-Junior' 697
,719 745 769
..
Class Advisor-Sophomore' 697
745 769, Club 697 719
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*Club Advisors-Middle School 697 71"9
College Bowl Team Advisor 697 719 745
Computer Club Advisor 697 719 745
French Club Advisor 697 719 745
Grade Advisor -4th 697 719 745
Grade Advisor -5th 697 719 745
Grade Advisor -6th 697 719 745
Grade Advisor -7th 697 719 745
Grade Advisor -8th 697 745
Great Issues Advisor 697 719 745
Italian Club Advisor 697 719 745
Math Team Co-Advisor' 697 719 745
*Newspaper-Middle School 697 719 745
Radio Club Advisor' 697 719 74~
Ski Club Advisor 697 719 745
Spanish Club Advisor 697 ~~~ 745
Winter Concert 697 719
745
Board Approved Overnight 7~5
Activities (per Night) 226 226
*Middle School references in this contract are to R 1. Bailey Schoo~26
LevelS 2000-01
Student Activities Director 3650
(4-6)
Student Activities Director 3650
(7-8)
Level 6 2000-01
Student Activities Director 7298
(9-12)
Student Athletic Director
(7-12)
1578/1 11153548 V4 4/19101
7298
2001-02 2002-03
769
769
769
769
769
769
769
769
769
769
769.
769
769
769
769
769
769
226
2003-04
3493
3493
2003-04
6983
6983
c) The, Board' shall have the right to establish Performance" .f«cumcular positi If th ern
'
reqUIrements or c0-
.
not be paid.
ons. e p
~rmance reqUIrements are not met the stipend will
d)
3267 3381
=tt~~ ;ovn
ntained shall preclude the pa~ent of extra com~ensation'
c e ,paragraph 2(e) of this agreement.
,3267 3381
2001-02 2002-03
6532 6760
6532 6760
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5. After School Homework Center, Cormriittee on Special Education, Approved Summer
Work, Overtime, Payment for Instructing Courses for Gifted and TaIented Before School and
Afterschool and Home Instruction
Teachers within the bargaining unit shall have priority to home instruction assignments
except where in the interest of the student the best learning time would be during the school day.
Determination of a student's best learning time would be by an administrator, parent and teacher.
Teachers who perform approved overtime or approved summer work activities shall receive an
overtime rate of $33.07. These payments shall be for assignments peiformed by teachers within
the bargaining unit: No less than two-thirds (213) of these assignments will be reserved for
members of the bargaining unit. .
6. Special Committees'
The Superintendent shall have discretion to grant compensatory time to those teachers
serving voluntarily on District Committees appointed by him where the demands of. such
committees are extraordinary and require substantial amounts of time beyond the regular
working day.
In the event the Building Leadership Council and the District Leadership Council meet in
the evening, teachers and teaching assistants shall receive compensatory time or $15 per session
at the discretion of the Superintendent.
ARTICLE VII
EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS
.1. Terms of Employment
a) Regular K-12 classroom teachers and permanent substitutes shall be employed for
a maximum of 186 days during the period from September 1 to June 30.
Effective with the 2002-2003 school year, this maximum shall be increased to 188
d~ys.
b) Guidance counselors, psychologists, home-school counselors, coordinators, the
director of student ac.tivities and other professional personnel shall be employed
on the same basis as regUlar teachers or on the basis of an eleven (11) month
calendar, at the option of the Board.
2. Working Day
a) The regular working day for all K-I2 teachers shall be the equivalent of up to one
(1) hour in excess of the pupil's regular school day as determined for each school
building by the Superintendent but in no case except for. guidance counselors,
psychologists and home-school counselors shall the working day exceed seven (7)
hours and fifteen (15) minutes. For guidancecounselors, psychologists,and .
home-school counselors the working day shall ~e seven (7) hours and forty-five
,
.
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(45) minutes until June 30, 2001, at which time the wo.rk day shall be seven (7)
ho.urs, fifteen minutes. Teachers may be required to. repo.rt fer duty befo.re the
first buses fer pupils are scheduled to. arrive and to.remain en duty after the last
buses fer pupils leave, in the discretio.n o.f the building principal, provided
ho.wev~, that teachers required to. remain en bus duty at the end o.f the regular
werking day shall be given eithero.vertime pay at the rate o.fFifteen ($15) Do.llars
per ho.ur o.r co.mpensato.ry time therefo.r.
b)
.
.Teachers upo.n co.mpleting their teaching and duty assignments fer the day as
herein set fo.rth may leave scho.al upon no.tifying their immediate supervisors o.r
building principal and securing pennissio.n therefo.r. The Beard and the GTF
reco.gnize that teachers have respo.nsibilities which they readily and willingly
perfarm that extend beyo.nd the pupil's regular scho.al day. Amo.ng these
respo.nsibilities. are classroo.m preparatio.n, co.rrectio.n o.f papers,. clerical wo.rk,
reco.rd keeping, tuto.ring, parent-teacher and student-teacher canferences, staff
meetings, curriculum planning and develo.pmeni, and in-service training.
To. the extent practicable the time between the end .o.f the pupil's regular schao.lday and the clo.se o.fthe werking day shall be devo.ted to. the said respo.nsibilities.
c) Net mere than o.ne (1) .day each week shall be devo.ted to. regular staff and
departmental meetings which meetings shall net exceed o.ne (I) hour in length
after the clo.se o.f the pupil's day except in unusual circumstances. Time shall be
allo.wed fer GTF anno.uncements net to. exceed five (5) minutes in length.
d) Not mere than feur (4) Back to. Scheel Nights/late afterno.o.n o.r evening student
athletic, so.cial o.r special events hel.d in hislher scheel building during the scheel
year shall be required ef a teacher.
e) From the district-wide list o.f faculty vo.lunteers, teaching and teaching assistants
may be selected to. perfo.rm additio.nal late. afterno.en and evening activities
provided he/she agrees and he/she is compensated at the o.vertime rate. This
restrictio.n shall net apply to. teachers who. receive extra campensatio.n for
ceaching and co.-curricular activities in accordance with Article VI, paragraph 4,
af this Agreement. Late afternoan and evening activities are these which extend
beyand the regular werking day. as hereinabave defined.
f) Each teacher may be called upo.n to. supervise no. mere than ane ~1) club ar similar
cecurricular student activity each semest~ far which no. additienal compensatjo.n
is provided by Article VI, paragraph 4, ef this Agreement, provided, hewever that
such activities shall be conducted net mo.re.frequently than o.nce each week when
schaol is in sessio.n and shall net extend beyand he teacher's werking day and
provided further that, to. the extent available, qualified valunteers shall first be
utilized fer suchpurpo.ses.
1S781llnSJS48 V4 4129/01
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g) A district-wide list afvo.lunteers shall be farmulated by October I fer supervising
late afterno.en and evening activities, but the administratian s~a~l have cemplete
discretian in cheasing frem this list. A teacher er a~mstratar shall be
designated as the persan primarily in charg~ at each such actIVIty.
No. probatio.nary teacher shall be assigned to. supervise a student teacher.h)
Teaching Loads, Lunch Perio.ds, DutY Assi~ents
.a) .Each teacher shall have at least ene (1) duty free lunch period each ~a~.
. Lun~h
erio.ds shall be as nearly equal as may be feasible ~eugho.ut
~e District but m
~o. event shall they be less than thirty (30) minutes m le~gth In gra~es seventh
threugh twelfth and less than ferty (40) minutes in length m grades kindergarten
thraugh sixth.
.
Each classroom teacher in grades seventh thraugh twelfth shall have the
fo.llawing:
I) the equivalent o.f no. mere than five (5) regular classroom teaching perio.ds
each day;
b)
c)
2) the equivalent ef at least ane (I) unassigned preparatian periad each day;
3) Effective fer the scheol year 1997-98~ and there~fter, teach~r~ in gr~es 7-.~2
shall have six (6) unassigned prep pen ods. Faur efthe remalmng peneds m y
be devated to. such things as, team meetings, curriculumdevelo.pment, e~tra
help, child study team, mentaring, special. co.mmittees such. as schedulmgd
discipline and co.nsultatio.nwith specialist such as psycho.leglsts, speech an
0
language' teacher, social werker, reading specialists,. ~eacher Censultant,
reso.urce teacher, guidance co.unselo.r, and student supervlslan.
To. the extent reas~nably possible, the Adminis~tion shall arrange the schedules
o.f classroo.m teachers at the secandary schaal so. that each teacher shall have no.
mere than three (3) censecutive classraam assignments.
..
dminj . . hall arrange far the rotatian afTo. extent reasonably po.ssible, the A strahen s .
favo.rable and Unfaverable superviso.ry assignments at the secondary scheel.
d)
e)
.
.
edIn grades kmdergarten threugh sixth classroem teachers shall have un~S1~
preparatien periods during such times as their pupils as a. greup are asSigned to
ecial instructio.n such as physical education, library, musIc and art. Teachers. Qf
:ch special subjects shall be allewed the equivalent ef five (5) such preparatien
eriods. No classreem teacher in grades K through 6 s~ teach. fer more th~ 2
~heurs in successien witheut being provided with 15 mmutes rebef, per practIce.
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f) Classroom teachers in the element h
.
~,:=:n ~::~ o;~~~:;;~/~ed::;'~~h~vn~:elos~:~=i~i~
Consultant, resource teacher, social ~orke:,cread~ g Sp:r:~
t
t
eacher, Teacher
,e c.
The Board. sha]] make provision in the bud et for th
sufficient number of school aides to ref
g
t
e purpose o~ employing a
provided that such aides shaJl at all I:ve e:e~ of cafeten~ supervision
supervision.. mes ctlon" under dIrect teacher
g)
h) Facilitators shall be relieved of teachin d . .
teachers of Art Home Be . T hn
g an supervisory dutIes as foUows.
, onOInlCS ec ology and M . hall .
.
(1) teaching period. teachers of "Math f ~IC S be relieved of one
Studies sha]] be relieved of two (2) t en:- ICS,S~eclal Education, and Social
period; teachers of Reading and
"
Guida::
mg pefods and one ~1) supervisory
commensurate with other facilitators. counse ors shall be reheved of duties
i)
~eachers who travel £Tom building to building shaU be allo
tted
"
.
tIme. "appropnate travel
4. Class Size
The maximum class size for kindergart thr gh fi
"grades two (2) through twelve (12 the . en ou
.
rst grade shaU be twenty (20). In
the sc~ool ye~ the enrollment in~rease~~:~:~~s s~:I~~U be ~enty-five (25). If during
class sIZe may Increase to twenty-seven (27) . g e ~ermItt~. In grades 4-12 the
class with 26 or 27 students If the I . provided that a teaching assistant is assigned to any
"
. c ass sIZeexceeds 27 then the class shall be divided. "
Classes in physical education kindergarten through
(28) and classes in physical education. th d grade 6 shall not exceed twenty-eight
exceed thirty (30). In e secon ary school grades 7 through 12 shall not
5. Student Teachers
No work at present performed by a bar ...
student or cadet teacher except under th dire t gamIn? .urnt member shaU be performed by a
the student or cadet teacher is assigned. e c supemslOn of the cooperating teacher to whom
" "6. Joint Committee on Special Education
The Administration and the GTF shall establi h .. -
"
~egular hasis to discuss problems related to the s.
~J:t co~ttee ~hich shall meet on a
I.E.P.'s and conferencing with parents. speci ucation requIrements of preparing
1S78lJlnS3548V44/291f11.
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ARTICLE VIII
TRANSFERS
1. Transfers
No classroom teacher shall be transferred involuntarily "£Tom one building to another,
£Tom one grade level to another, or, in the case of High School and Junior High School teachers,
. £Tom one department to another for discriminatory or disciplinary reasons.
2. Effective July 1, 1997 for all teachers who have achieved tenure by July 1, 1997.
In the event transfers are to occur within a building, the Superintendent' in consultation
With the building principal, the teacher and the GTF shall have the right to transfer a
tenured teacher between grade levels in the same building no more than once every three
(3) years. The consultation between the Superintendent, building principal, teacher, and
GTF must take place 90 days before the opening of school in September.
Teachers who have achieved tenure by July I, 1997, may not be transferred between
buildings.
The following shall apply to all teachers who have not achieved tenure by July 1, 1997.
In the event the Superintendent wishes to transfer a teacher between buildings or grade
levels, the Superinten<tent shall consult with the building principa:Js, the teacher to be
transferred and the GTF. This consultation must take place at least 90 days before the
opening of school in September. Teachers in this category shall be transferred no more
.thanonceeverythree(3) years. "
No probationary teacher shall be transferred until the probationary period is completed
and tenure is conferred except where employment rights are concerned.
3. Voluntary transfers shall be made on ~e written request of a teacher where a vacancy
exists where the teacher is qualified for the position sought and where, in the discretion of the"
Superintendent, and building principals, such transfers will be in the best interest of the District,
the teacherandthe children. "
4. A teacher who transfers £Tom one building to another or £Tom one grade level to another
within hislher certification area shall retain hislher tenure or probationary credit.
5. Nothing herein shall apply in any way to transfers incident t~ the adoption by" the Board
of a general plan or program of building utilization or curriculum or educational policy or
philosophy provided. however, that :no teacher shall be discriminated against in the
implementation c;>fany such plan, program, policy or philosophy. In any dispute arising under
this paragraph "5," the Board shall have the burden of proof that the transfer was incident to the
adoption by the Board of a general plan' or program of building utilization or curriculum or
educational policy or philosophy.
IS78IJ 11153548 v. .n9101
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ARTICLE IX
EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM
1. All terms and conditions for members of the bargaining unit assigned to the Early
Childhood Program ("ECP") the same as bargaining unit members assigned to grades K
_ 12,except as provided for herein as and provided for in the Article pertaining to teaching assistants.
2. Effective with the 2000-2001 schoo.1 year, members of the bargaining unit assigned to
ECP shall be employed for a maximum of 183 days during the period from September 1 to June
30. Effective with the 2001-2002 school year and thereafter, they shall be employed for a
maximum of 180 days.
3. The regular working, day for members of the bargaining unit assigned to ECP shall'not
exceed seven (7) hours. . .
4. Effective with the 200]:.2004 scbool year, salaries for members of the bargaining unit
assigned to ECP, other than teaching assistants, shall be 92,44% of the appropriate step of the
master's column found in Appendix B reflecting the relationship betWeen the workday and
workyear ofECP and K-12 teachers. .
5. Where appropriate, step movement for teachers assigned to ECP shall be one-half step
per year. Half steps shall be calculated as an average' of the step from which the teacher was on
and to which the teacher is moving. (i.e., MA 1 ~ equal to the average ofMA 1 and MA2.)
6. In the event a teacher assigned to ECP is assigned to a K-12 position, he/she shall be
credited for salary purposes with one year of service for every two years of service in ECP.
ARTICLE X
GRIEV ANCEPROCEDURE
1. Objective
It is the declared objective of the Board and the GTF to encourage the prompt and
informal resolution' of grievances as they arise and to provide recourse to orderly procedures for
their satisfactory adjustment.
2. Definitions
a)
"Teacher" shall mean any person directly employed by the Board included in the
negotiating Unit hereinbefore defined. or any number of such employees similarly
affected by an alleged grievance.
b) that there has been a violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable application of any
of the provisions of this Agreement, except that the term "grievance" shall not
apply to: .
I578lJln 53548 V 4 4129102
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t
~
3.
,
.
c)
1) any matter as to which the Board is without authority to act, or
2) the denial ~f tenure or dismissal of a teacher, or
Art
,
I IV graph I or Article IX, paragraph i3) a determination pursuant to IC e , para
of this Agreement. .
.
d S d and legal holidays shall be .
"Days" shall mean school days. Satur ays, ~n. ays, ,
. b tak' rexcluded in computing the number of days wIthin which action must e en 0
notice given.
.
d) "Immediate Supervisor" shall mean:
1) the administrator to :wh~m the .tea.cher is. directly resp~nsible, i.e., his/her
building principal, or assistant pnnclpal, or
"
I as the immediate2) the person designated in the operational orgaruzatlon p an
supervisor.
Basic Principles
a) Teachers shall have the right to present griev~ces ~n ~cc.or~:~~r-;th ::se
procedures, free from coercion, interference, restramt, dlscnmm ep.
f hislher own choice provided thatHereinafter set forth by a person or persons 0
.
ti other than GTF andsuch erson is not an officer in a teacher's org~za on.
.
evancesprovided that a GTF repre5entative shall be permitted to audIt any gn
beyond Level One.
'evance shall have access at reasonable times to al~ wri~en
. Each party tO
d
a gn
ds pertal
'
ning thereto and shall have the right to obtam copIesstatements an recor
thereoi .
All h'earings shall' be confidential, unless requested otherwise by the aggriev~
party .
The number of days indicated at each l:vel sh~ll be cons~er~ a:
=':~y~:every effo~ should be made. to e~~edite
th~::~~~ ;ep~entative of each
extended by ~utual
co::e~t .~ gW;:~p b:f teachers or more than one school, orparty. Any gnevance vo vm , , ,
.
the consent of the Superintendent,broad policy questions, may be Imtlated, Wl!h
. filed after May 15 of anyb . . at Level Two. In the event a gnevance IS
.
.
all
:=~ct adherence to the time limits may ~lt in har~p to any party'the
~arties shall use their best efforts to pro~ess such gnevance pnor to the end. of
sch~l term or as soon thereafter as possIble.
b)
c)
d)
e)
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4. Level One
a) The teacher or the GTF shall present the . .
within twenty (20) days after' the act gi . gn~vance to th~ unmediate supervisor
agreeable fonn. vmg nse to the gnevance, on a mutually
b)
5.
Within.five (5) days after presentation of the 'ev .
'.
supemsor shall rend~r his/her decision . .
tin~
ance to lllmIher, the unmediate
m wn g to the teacher and the GTF.
Level Two :
a)
6.
If the grievance is not settled at Lev IOn'
five (5) days after the decision'is ren~erede, the teacher .or th~ GTF may, within
Superintendent or his designee for review an~rdd~e, ~ak~ a wntten r~9uest to. the
.
e emunation of the gnevance.
TJ:1e.Superintendentor his designeeshall hold a h . .
WItIrin seventeen (17) days of rece" t f th eanng and render a decision
communicated in writing to the teach:;d th: ~i:est. Such decision shall be
Level Three
b)
a) If the grievance is not satisfactoril I d
may, 'within five (5) days after th: {esol
~
atdLe~~1T~o, the teacher or the GTF
written requesi to the Board fio ~v~
wo eclSlon IS rendered or due, make a
P r reVIew by the B d' .ersonnel. In its discretion the Board ~ar or Its COIDm1tteeon
an~ con?itions as it may deem advisa::::'y ~t a revIew base~ upon such tenns
reVI:w, It shall so wonn the teacher andlor e Board .de!ermme not to grant a
receIpt of the written request. the GTF WIthin ten (10) days of its
b)
7.
.
If.the Board detennines to review the" ,
.
~ersonnel shall hold a hearing and th;n:;ance, the.Board. ~r Its Comm.ittee on
communicated in writin g to the tea h
e
dl
er make Its decISIOn, which shaIlbe
th d
"
c er an or the GTF The co
"
e ecIsIon shall be made 'within tw ty (20) d . mmumcation of
the written request in accordance withe~)
above.
ays after the Board has received
Level Four
a) If the gn.evance . t . Co ., th._, ISno satislactonly resolved at Level Three th GTF . .
"'"'.1. (30~ days following the expiration of the f ..'
e ,~ay, WIthin
submIt the grievance to arbitration Ime limIts set forth m 6 above, .
Rules of the American' ArbI
'
trati
'
o A
~~t to the VoluntaryLabor Arbitration
n n/)SOClation.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be' final ". '
,
the arbitrator shall have no power to alter or ::d~mding proVIded, h~~ever, that
Agreement or to render any award or dete .
fy
.any ~ress proVISIon of tIris
alteration or modification. TmIDation which affects any such
b)
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'to
.t.
,
"
c) The cost for the services of the arbitrator shall be shared equally by the Board and
the GTF.
8. Preservation of Documents
. All written statements and documents presented by all parties to a grievance and all
, formal opinions and recommendations incident thereto shall be filed with the Clerk of the Board
by the person(s) having possession thereof at the time of the final resolution of the grievanc~.
Such documents shall be kept on, file by the Clerk for a period of three (3) years after which they.
may be destroyed by shredding and burning.
ARTICLE XI
HEALTH AND WELFARE
L Health Insurance
The District shall continue to offer teachers a choice of one (1) of three (3) group health :
insurance programs within the State Health InSurance Plan. The Board may substitute for the
State Health Insurance Plan a plan with equivalent benefits. The GTF shall have meaningful
consultation in the selection of any such substitute plan. The District shall contribute for each
teacher who works half time or more who cQ'ooses to participate the equivalent of no less than
ninety-five (95%) percent of the individual cost and seventy-five (75%) percent of the additional
cost for family coverage within the health insurance plan and the teacher shall contribute the
balance. "Half time" means three and one-half (3 1/2) hours for elementary teachers and three
(3) teaching periods for secondary teachers. Teachers who retired from the District into the New
York State Teachers Retirement System as of June 30 or July 1, 1985 or thereafter up through
June 30 or July 1, 1988 shall be governed by tIris provision. Teachers who hereafter retire mto
the New York State Teachers Retirement System after ten (10) years of service with the District
shall also be governed by the provision. For teachers who hereafter retire into the New York
State Teachers Retirement System who have less than ten (10) years of service with the District
the District will contribute fifty (50%) percent of the cost of the premium for individual health
.
insurance coverage and thiity-five (35%) for family coverage.
2. Welfare Fund
Board shall contribute Sixteen Hundred Forty-Eight ($1,648.00) Dollars per member of
the bargaining unit who works half time or more into a GTF administered welfare fund which'
will be used to purchase insurance designated by the trustees of the fund. "Half time" means as
dermed in paragraph 1 above.
Effective July 1, 1997, the district shall establish 125 and 129 plans.
,
.
An agreement entered into between the parties setting forth how payments into this Fund
- shall be made is attached as Appendix "C."
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3. Defen-ed Income Annuities
Upon written application of a teacher in the negotiating unit for payroll deduction, a
proper deduction shan be made periodically from hislher salary for the purpose of enabling the
teacher to participate in a deferred income annuity program approved the Board provided,
how.ever, that such participation shall be at the sole cost and expense of the teacher, and the
Board and the District shall assume no obligation with respect thereto.
4. Employee AssiStance Program
A committee shall be established from among members of each of the bargaining Units
recognized by the Board. The Committee shall study employee assistance. programs and
determine which one shall be utilized by the District..
5. Smoking Policy
There shall be no smoking in any building. Smoking shall not take place on school
property while there is a school activity taking place.
ARTICLE }ill
NATIONAL TEACHER CERTIFICATION RECOGNITION
Effective July 1, 2001, members of the bargaining unit who obtain National Teacher
Certification may make application for recognition by the District of a one-time award
upon presentation to the District of proof of such certification. Application for this award
should be made by March 1 of the given school year after receipt of certification, with
.recognition award to be payable in the subsequent school year. No more than three
teachers will receive such recognition award in anyone budget year with any additional
teachers beyond the three to be paid in order of seniority in the next subsequent year with
the understanding that no more than three teachers will receive such award in anyone
budget year. .
The award to the teacher shall be reimbursement for all expenses undertaken by the
teacher not waived or reimbursed by another entity as well as a cash award, with the total
of the reimbursement and award of a one time payment per certification not to exceed
$5,OOO.pO. This amount shall not be part of the teacher's base salary. .
In the. event more than three teachers qualify in a school year, the awards will be paid in
order to seniority within the District. Any teacher who qualifies but is unpaid shall be
eligible to receive the award in the folloWing school year.
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ARTICLE XIll
SAVINGS CLAUSE
If any provision of this Agreement is. or shall at any tim~ be declared to be contrary to
law .or applicable regulation then such provision shall no~ be a?phcable or perfonned or enf~rced
and all other provisions of this Agreement shall contmue m full force an~ effect proV1ded,
however that when any such provision shall be a teacher benefit subject to monetary
computa;ion then equivalent money shall be expended in another mutually agreed upon teacher's
benefit. .
ARTICLE XIV
MATTERS NOT COVERED
The parties agree that to the extent agreement is p~ssible on negotiable ite~s it has been
reached in this Agreement and that negotiations will not be reopened .on. any Item, whether
contained herein or not, during the life of this Agreement; that negotlabons C~r subsequent
Agreement will commence on or about January 15,2000, and except that ~e partt~s may agree
to reopen negotiations on any subject. The parties further agree th~t t~ey WIll n~got1ate the terms
and conditions o.Cteaching in summer school in the event the Dlstnct detemunes to operate a
summer school.
ARTIcLE XV
TEACHING ASSISTANTS TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
EMPLOYMENT
A. FAIR PRACTICES.
i.
.
Organization Membership
Same as teachers.
2. 2. Non-Discrimination
Same as teachers.
3. Organizational Activities
Same as teachers.
,
.
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B. TEACHING ASSISTANT
1. Personnel Files
Same as teachers.
2. Evaluation Procedure
Each teaching assistant shall be evaluated at least once a year by the building princip~,
assistant principal, or supervisor. The first observation shall occur between September
and December and the second between January and April. The teaching assistant shall
have a pre-observation conference and within ten (10) days of the observation, the
teaching assistant shall receive a copy of the observation notes and a post-observation
, conference shall occur. The observation report shall be in narrative form.
The teaching assistants shall be evaluated on the following benchmarlcs:
a) Ability to assist a teacher, counselor, social worker in effective teaching or
counseling strategies.
b) Positive student, teacher, counselor, social worker relationship.
c) Fulfil~ent of professional responsibilities.
d) The development and acquisition of skills supportive of classroom and counseling
activities.
.
'The teaching assistant shall be evaluated in these areas as Excellent, Satisfactory,
Unsatisfactory.
The teaching assistant shaH receive a year-end evaluation in narrative form by June 1st.
The teaching assistant shall have the right to attach a respons'e to the evaJuation report.
C. SICK LEA VB
1. FulHime members shall b.e entitled to leave with pay up to fifteen (15) working days
each school year for personal illness or injury. ,Half-time members of the unit shall be entitled to
seven and one-half (7 112) working days of each school year for personal illness or injury.
2. All members shaH accumulate unused sick leave toa maximum of 180 days
,
3. Unused sick leave, upon retirement into the Retirement System. shall be compensated
at $20.00 per day up to ,the maximum for teaching assistants who have at least 90 days or more
of unused sick leave accrued at retirement:
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D. PERSONAL LEA VB
1 Each full-time member hereinbefore defined shaH be allowed a maximum of five (5)
days ofl~ave, with pay, for urgent personal reasons, other than sickness or injury, such as, but
not necessarily limited to:
a) the observance of religious holidays,
b) ilhtess or accident in the immediate family
c) required court appearance, and
extreme weather conditions rendering travel from distant points excessively
hazardous.
d)
2. The approval of the Superintendent shall be required before personal leave shall be
allowed except that no more than two (2) days of personal leave shall be granted u~on a
membets request therefore without further explanation, provided h0.wever, t~at le~ve WIthout
explanation may not be taken immediately before or after a school hohday. It IS the mtent of the
Board and the GTF that personal leave shaH be used sparingly and only for urgen.t personal,
business which cannot be attended to on a day or time 01?er ~an a .school day dunng school
'hours. In other than emergencies rendering advance notice Imp~sslble, request for personal
leave shall be submitted to the Superintendent at least three (3) days m advance.
3. Half-time teaching assistants personal leave shall be prorated on a half-time basis
E. LEAVE FOR DEATH IN TIiE FAMILY
Same as teachers.
F. EDUCATIONAL LEAVE
1. After the completion of one or more years of servi<fe
~
the negotiating unit, any
member shall be eligible' for leave of absence without pay for a .penod
.
of one semester, or o~e
(1) school year, to pursue a program containing no less than SIX credi~ hours per semester m
accordance with a written plan for education to be approved by the ~upenntendent.
2 No more than six (6) members may be granted educational leave in anyone (I)
school y~. If more than six (6) members shall request such a leave and be eligible there~ore,
the members 'with the greatest seniority in the District shall be an:orded the ?reference proVIded
that seniority for this purpose shall commence with servic~ folloWIng educational leave for those
members who have taken such leave.
3. Request for educational leave shall be submitted to the Superintendent and b.uilding
principal in writing on or before May 1st and December 1st of the school semester precedmg that
period during which the leave is sought.
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H. CffiLDBEARING AND ClllLDCARE LEA
~Sameas teachers.
I. JURY DUTY
Same as teachers. .
J. SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 200304
1 15,758 16,262 16,831
2 17,38716,985 17,529 18,142 18,7413 18,212 18,795 19,453 20,0954 19,439 20,061 .
5 20,763 21,44820,666 21,327 22,074 22,8026 21,893 22,594 23,384 24,1567 23,120 23,860
8 24,695 25,51024;347 25,126 26,006 26,8649 25,574 26,392 27,316 28,21810 26,804 27,662 28,630 29,575 ,
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4. Only one (1) educational leave may be granted to a memb
'
fiperiod. . er m any ve (5) year
.
5. During the period of educational leave fiin b . fi .. . .
contmue to be available to the member on such J
ge ene ts proVIded m paragraph K shall
. eave.
G. WORKSHOPS
1. Each member shall be allowed two (2) d .
workshops with educational benefits for their duties ~ys per. sc~ool year to attend, with pay,
than the Greenburgh Central School District N 7 N t:e I?l~Ct, ~p.erated by agencies other
member to the teacher with whom hel h
0.. 0 canon m wntmg shall be given by the
week prior to the prospective day or d:YSe ~o~ks, dand to the ~uiJding principal at least one (1)
principal may waive the notice period. 0(S:
en
1
anc~~VIded. both the teacher and building
Conferences and Meetings, Teachers Contract.) e a so c e IV, paragraph 13, Professional
2. A first year teaching assistant shall b 'd .
.
workshops which shall take place durin th .
~
prOVl ed WIth two (2) orientation and training
Conference Day and the second shall gbe eo:or :ay. The first shall b~ on the Superintenden~'s
Superintendent. The workshops shall be' . t1
a ty m
d
utually agreed to by the GTF and the
the Administration.
Jom y p anne by the GTF, the Teachers' Center and
It:
9-
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There shall be an additional $500 added for those TA's who have an Associates Degree
or the equivalent of 60 earned credits.
K. EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
. Same as teachers.
L. CLASS COVERAGE
1. When a member is in charge of a class without a teacher being present for a period of
forty (40) minutes within an entire day, but no more t}1an three (3) hours, such member shall
receive hislher regular salary plus $30.00 provided said member is properly licensed pursuant to
80.33(b) of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education. It is underst(,)od that the principal
of the building will administer this procedure.
.
.
2. When a member is in charge of a class without a teacher being present for a period in
excess of three (3) hours such member shall receive hislher regular salary plus $40.00, provided
said member is properly licensed pursuant to 80.33(b) of the Regulations of the Commissioner of
Education. It is understood that the principal of the building will administer this procedure.
3. Members employed on a part-time basis shall be compensated proportionately in
accordance with the payments set forth in 1 and 2 above.
.
M. SALARY PAYMENTS
Same as teachers.
N. TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
1. During each school year of this agreement, the Board shall provide the sum of Two
Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars to be available. for the cost charged to taking courses at accredited
teaching institutions at the college or university level. The contractual tuition reimbursement of
$2,000.00 shall be divided equally in two half yearly segments, not to exceed $1,.000.00 for each
half year (January 1st-June 30th; July 1st-December 31st). Any funds not expended in one half
year shall be added to second half, or in the event of carry over which shall be limited to a
maximum of $1,000.00 to the next school year provided however that the Board shall not be
required to' spend any more than $3,000.00 in anyone school year for this program.
Additionally, if at the end of the entire school year there should be money still available, this
money is to be redistributed percentage-wise to the applicants.
. 2. No teaching assistant shall be paid for tuition expenses incurred during the
employee's .firstyear until helshe has returned after one full year of service.
3. A committee of teaching assistants not to exceed four appointed by GTF President
and an administrator shall approve tuition costs to insure equitable distribution.
lS78IllnSJS48 V4 4n9102
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4. No reimbursement for tuition shall be considered by the Committee unless there is
evidence of:
a) Prior approval by the' Superintendent or his designee.
b) Payment-canceled check or receipt.
c) Course completion with passing grade-transcript or statement ftom agency
sponsoring course.
d) Reimbursement orily considered for those on staff during applicable period.
5. Applications for tuition reimbursement are to be' submitted by October 1 for courses
taken during the previous spring and summer session and March 1 for the previous fall session.
O. 'EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS
1. The work day shall be six (6) hours and forty (40) minutes;
2. The work year shall be the same as the teachers except that teaching assistants shall
attend the Teacher Orientation Day and one other Superintendent's Conference Day.
3. Vehicles of members shall not be used to transport children.
4. No member sha1l perform any work outside of the work day unless assigned with the
.approval of the Superintendent or his designee. As a result of said. assignment, the teaching
assistants shall be compensated at the overtime rate of twenty ($20.00) dollars per hour for
mentoring. and fifteen ($15.00) dollars for supervision.
5. Each full-time member shall have at least one (1) duty-ftee lunch period each day.
6. Members shalt be given consideration as substitutes for the teachers to whom they are
assigned
7. Ev:ery effort shall be made by principals to provide daily time for teaching assistants
to plan, with teachers, the programs and services they provide for the children.
.
P. REDUCTIONS IN FORCE
1. In the event of the elimination of the teaching assistant positions in the Distric~
members shall be laid off in reverse order of seniority and placed on a recall list for appointment
to a teaching assistant vacancy that may thereafter occur. Members placed on the list shall be
re<;alled based on seniority and shall be entitlc;:d to remain on the list for three (3)
hears .&om thedate of layoff. Seniority "shall be calculated based. upon full time continuous service. An
approved leave of absence shall not constitute an intenuptioo in service. .
IS78IJ 11153548 V4 4/29102
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. fi I ent as Permanent or per diem2. Excessed members shall receIve preference or emp oym ,
teaching assistant substitutes.
3. All benefits shall be restored to the member upon recall.
.
4. A seniority Ii.st,.in ~ting shall
:: ~:~~::~;~:g~e~:ni~: :tC~~~~s::~schoolyear. TheGTFWIthin~orty-~ve(45) Y.
concernin the placementof teachingDistrictas to any correctionsIt behevesto be necessaJ?'
~
b. din on the GTF or 00. th list The Placement of teachers on the hst shall not e m gasSIstantson e . ,
: indiVidualmembers.
"
Q. GRrnVANCEPROCEDURE
1. Objective
,
d
.
d th GTF t~ encourage prompt and informal'. It is the declared objective o!the Boar
an'd
e
ourse to orderly procedures for theirresolution of grievances as they anse and to provI e rec
. satisfactory adjustment. ' .'
2. Definitions
. I d by the Board included in the
'a) "Member" shall mean any person duectly emp oye
I ees similarlynegotiating unit hereinb~fore defmed, or any number of such emp oy
affected by an alleged gnevance
.
'
b by the GTF through its officersb) "Grievance" shall mean a ~ompl~~t by a me~ er o~
uitable a lication of any ofthat there has been a violation, rmsmterpretatJon, or ~eq.
ce"P~all not apply to:
' the provisions of the Agreement, except that the term gnevan
any matter as to which the Board is without authority to act, or1.
2. the"denial oftenure or dismissal of a member.
d S d s and legal holidays shall bec) "Days" shall mean school days. Satur ays,
.~
ay
in h f ust be taken orex~luded 'in computing the number of days wIthin w c ac Ion m ,
notice given. .
d) "Immediate SUpervisor" .shall mean
the administrator to whom the member is directly responsible, i.e., hislher1.
building principal or assistant prin~ipal, or
.
erson desi ated in, the operational org~tion. plan as the2.
~~iate supervi~r, but in no case the teacher or teachers m whose class
the member is assigned.
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3. Basic Principles
a) Members shall have the fight to present grievances in accordance with these
,
procedrires, free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal.
b) A member s,hall have the right to be, represented at any stage of the procedures
hereinafter set forth by a person or persons ofhislher own choice provided that-such
person is not an officer in a teaching assistant's organization other than the GTF and
provided that an GTF representative shall be permitted to audit any grievances
beyond Level One. . ,
c) Each party to a grievance shall have access at reasonable times to all written
statements and records pertaining thereto and shall have the right to obtain copies
therrof
.
d) All hearings shall be confidential, unless requested otherwise by the aggrieved party.
e) The number of days indicated at each level below shall be considered as maximum
and every effort should be m~de to expedite the process. The time limits may b;
extended by mutual consent in writing by the authprized representative of each party.
Any grievance involving a group' of members or more than one school, or broad
policy questions, may be initiated, with the consent of the Superintendent, beginning
at Level Two. In the event a grievance is filed after May 15 of any year and strict
adherence to' the time limits may result in hardship to any party, all parties shaIl use
their best efforts to process such grievance prior to the end of the school term or as
soon thereafter as possible.
4. 'Level One
a) The member or the GTF shall present the grievance to the immediate supervisor
within twenty (20) days after. the act giving rise to the grievance, on a mutually
agreeable form: .
b) Within five (5) days after presentation of the grievance to himlher, the immediate
supervisor shall render hislher decision in writing to the member and the GTF. _
5. Level Two
,
a) If the grievance is not settled at Level One, the member or the GTF may, within
five(5) days after the decision is rendered or due, make a written request to the
Superintendent or his designee for reyjew' and determination of the grievance.
b) The Superintendent or his designee shall hold a hearing and render a decision within
seventeen (17) days of receipt of the request. Such decision shall be communicated
in writing to the member and the GTF.
1578IJ In 53548 V4 4129101
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6. Level Three
a) If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at Level Two, the member or the GTF
may, within five (5) days after the Level Two decision. is render~d or due, make a
written request to the Board for review by the Board or Its Cormmttee on'Pers~~el.
In its discretion the Board may grant a review based upon such terms .and ~nditIons
.
as it may deem advisable. If the Board determine not to 8f.aI1t a r~Vlew, It sh~l so
iOform the member and/or the GTF within ten (10) days of Its receIpt of the wntten
request. .
,
If the Board determines to review the grievance, the Board or its C~IDIDittee on
Personnel shall hold a hearing and thereafter make its decision, w~ch. shall be
cOIDIDunicated in writing to the member andlor the GTF. The cOIDIDunlcatI~n of the
decision shall be made within twenty (20) days after the Board has receIved the
written request in accordance with (a) above.
b)
7. Level Four
a) ,If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at L~vel T.hr~e, the GTF I?ay, within
.
thirty (30) days foIlowing the expiration of the tIme bmlts set fo~ In .6 above"
submit the grievance to arbitration pursuant to the Voluntary Labor ArbItratIon Rules
of the American Arbitration Association.
b) The decision of the arbitrator shaIl be final and binding provided, how~~er, that ~e
arbitrator shall have no power to alter or modify any express provlSlon of ~s
Agreement or to render any award or determination which affects any such al~eratIon
or modification.
c) The cost for the services of the arbitrato! shall be shared equally by the Board and
the GTF.
8,. Preservation of Documents
All written' statements and documents presented' by all parnes. to a gri~v~ce and all
formal opinions and recommendations incident thereto shall be filed .WIth the DI~ct Clerk by
the person(s) having possession thereof at the time of the final resolutIon of the grte~ance. Such
documents shall be kept on file by the Clerk for a period of three ('3) years after which they may
be destroyed by shredding and burning.
R. HEALTH, WELFARE AND INSURANCE
'.
The teaching assistants shall 'be full members of the Greenburgh Teachers Feder:ation
Welfare Fund and shall be covered for all the benefits the plan provides. The amount paId for
the teaching assistants shall be $1,410.00.
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S. HEALTH INSURANCE
1. The Board shall pay for members who are employed half-time or more and
choose to participate, the equivalent of no less than ninety-five (95%) percent of the individual
cost and seventy-five (75%) of the additional cost for family coverage within the health
insurance plan and the employee shall contribute. the balance. .
2. The Board may subst:itute for the State' Health Insurance Plan a plan with
equivalent beneijts. The GTF shall have meaningful consultation in the selection of any such
substitute plan. .
T. REASSIGNMENT
Transfers
Same as teachers.
U. DISMISSAL
After a determination by the Superintendent to discharge a member, prior to any further
action thereon by either the Superintendent or the Board, the members shall be informed of the
decision and shall within five (5) days after'the giving of such notice have the right to request a
conference with the Superintendent, at which time the basis for such recommendation shall be
disclosed the member may, within five (5) days thereafter, seek areview by the Board Personnel
Committee, by making a written request for a further review by it. The written request shall
include the determination of the Superintendent or his designee, and the reasons for the
dissatisfaction. The Personnel Committee shall promptly schedule a hearing at which the
memb~ may appear, with representation by legal counselor otherwise, may present reasons for
disagreement with the determination, and produce such proof of facts as in the member's opinion
is appropriate. The Committee may request staff personnel to appear and set forth such facts or
grounds as in the opinion of such personnel support the Superintendent's detennination. The
Committee on Personnel shall render an opinion with respect to such appeal which shall be final,
provided that it shall submit its opinion to the parties and to the Board, and the Board may, but
need not, take such further action as in its sole discretion may be appropriate.
v. NO STRIKE PLEDGE
Same as teachers.
w. MAITERS NOT COVERED
Same as teachers.
'x. LEGISLATIVE ACTION
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement requiring
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the
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additional funds therefore shall not become effective until the legislative body has given
approval.
Y. SA VlNG CLAUSE
. If any provision of this ~greement is or shall at any time be cleclared to be con~ to
law, then such provision shall not be applicable or performed or enforced and.all other proVIsIons
of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect.
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ARTICLE XVI
DURATION OF THE AGREEMENT
. This shall be a four-year agreement. The effective date of this entire Agreement and each
of its provisions unless. otherwise specifically noted shall be July I, 2000 and shall continue in
force until June 30, 2004. .
.
.
. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have affixed their signatures the day and
. year first above written.
CENIRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.7
By~J~
uperin endent
FOR: BOARD OF EDUCATION
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